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Report all incidents immediately to the GIS Hotline 1-855-543-5163. 

 

Alert #:  SA 23-22 Date: August 3rd, 2022   

Personnel Transfer 

Every year injuries to employees occur while being transported to and from an offshore platform.  A great number of 

these accidents happen during the transfer to or from the platform, and on or off a crew boat, support vessel, flotel or 

other floating surface.  Even though many facilities transfer personnel via helicopter, there are many instances where 

transfer must be performed via the use of the rope swing and personnel basket.  

 

Regardless of the type of personnel basket being used, remember the following for safe transfer: 

 Embark and disembark only when the personnel transfer basket is firmly on the ground and instructed to do 

so. Never jump on or off one that is in motion. 

 Place one foot on top of the base ring and one on deck before the lift begins and do the same at the time of 

landing to maintain balance. For rigid baskets, make sure to step all the way inside. 

 Harness, tethers and safety belts must be used (secured) if present. Personal protection devices will also be 

donned as per the prevailing conditions. 

 Hold on to the basket tightly with both hands; in case one loses its grip, the other will secure you. 

 Never walk under a loaded suspended personnel transfer basket.  

 Another staff must be assigned to assist them. Boarding will, however, be voluntary and not forceful. 

Personnel will not be coerced into riding a transfer basket against their will. 

 

Here are some safety tips to remember when using the rope swing. 

 

Prepare for the Swing: 

Fasten your floatation vest all the way, making sure it fits snugly. The rope should have three knots spaced 4, 6 and 8 

feet above the walking surface. You should grab the knotted rope high enough to clear the catwalk/landing platform on 

the facility when the boat is on top of a swell. In most cases, grab the rope just above the middle knot or at eye level. 

Someone should always be available to assist in the transfer. Never transfer alone. Swing only when you are ready. 

Never let the boat captain, deck hand or other personnel influence your decision or rush you. 

 

Swinging from Boat to Platform: 

Do not swing with extra weight or materials. Pass your baggage/items over first. If the material is heavy or bulky, do 

not try to pass it over. Use the crane. Just as the boat dips down from the highest point of the wave, swing to the 

platform by pushing off the boat with your feet. Do NOT jump or step. Do not let the rope get between your legs as it 

might interfere with your landing. 

 

Use Only Clear Landings: 

Upon landing, release the rope for the next person. Be alert and assist that person in making a safe transfer. 

Keep feet and legs clear of the boat bumper to assure they are not smashed between the bumper and platform. 

 

Swinging from Platform to Boat: 

The procedure is reversed when swinging from fixed platform to the moving vessel. During this procedure, start the 

swing as the boat is beginning to rise from the bottom of the wave. Time your swing so your feet can land on the boat 

deck as it completes its rise. If your timing is off and you miss the boat, do not let go of the rope. Continue your swing 

and you will automatically swing back to the catwalk. Once you land, establish your timing and try again. 

 

Take Your Time: 

If you feel you cannot transfer safely, DON’T! Remember, you can’t do your work if you don’t get to and from your 

job safely. 


